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INTRODUCTION 
The alfalfa weevil,~ postica (Gyl lenhal), was first 
found in the United States in Sa lt Lake City, Utah, during 1904 
(Titus, l910b). It spread from this point of original introduction 
and partially infested Cache Valley by 1912 (Titus, 1913). 
The alfalfa weevil has become one of the more important insect 
problems currently affecting American agriculture . Recently, 
this problem has attracted national attention because of the 
development of resistance to insecticides by the alfalfa weevil, 
th e outlawing of certain pe sticides for use on forage c rops and 
the rapid spread of the alfalfa weevil to new a r eas . 
With this increased attention, many discrepancies have appeared 
in different reports of the alfalfa weevil ' s biology . The results 
of studies in the eastern United States often do not agree with 
those of studies which were made in Utah and vicinity during the 
early part of this century. In order to investigate the dis-
crepancies or differences, and to determine the behavior patterns 
of the alfalfa weevil i n Cac he Valley, this study was undertaken. 
It was conducted from June , 1965, to August , 1966. 
The main topics investigated were the adult alfalfa weevil ' s 
flight activities, reprodlJCtion, daily field activities, seasonal 
history including diapause, and respiration under controlled 
conditions. 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Flight Activities 
Spring Flight. Titus (l910b), Parks (1913), and Poinar and 
Gyrisco (1962) reported that as soon as the spring weather became 
warm enough, the overwintering alfalfa weevils became active, 
left their winter quarters, and ma ny took to the air in flight. 
Titus, in Utah, apparently made only visual observations of the 
flights and noted that the weevil s flew at heights ranging from 
a few feet off the ground to as high as the top of a high barn. 
Parks said weevils were observed in April falling indiscriminately 
in alfalfa and grain fields as well as along roadsides and right-
of-ways. In New York, Poinar and Gyrisco (in addition to visual 
observations) used tanglefoot traps 6 feet by 3 feet in size to 
capture flying weevils. 
Summer Flight. Overwintered adults gave rise to the new 
generation whose adult s were also involved in a flight, according 
to several authors. Titus (l910b) and Parks (191 3) said a summer 
flight began in June and continued for about three weeks, with 
weevils rarely seen flying after August 20-25. Poinar and Gyrisco 
(1962) and Prokopy and Gyrisco (1965) agree that in New York a 
summer flight began in mid June and continued until late July or 
early August. Prokopy and Gyrisco (1965) s tated that 95 per cent 
of the adult weevil population partic ipated in this migration and 
were 14 to 25 days old when they flew. 
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Fall Flight, A distinct fall (October and November) flight 
was reported in New York by Prokopy and Gyrisco (1963), which they 
suggested was coincident with the return of the alfalfa weevil 
adults to the al falfa fields from the border areas. Pamanes and 
Pienkowski (1965) i ndicated this to be true also in Virginia , 
where the weevils left the alfalfa fields before the middl e of 
July and started to return in October. In Maryland weevils were 
reported to return to the alfalfa fields in September (Manglitz, 
1958). In North Carolina adult weevils (after being absent from 
the field all summer ) returned to the fields in September through 
November with the peak in November (Campbell!! al., 1961). 
Factors Aff ecting Flight. In California, where six cuttings 
of alfalfa were obtained, Michelbacher and Essig (1934) noted no 
general flight movement, although individuals were observed to 
fly. Prokopy and Gyrisco (1965) stated that under c ertain cir-
c umstanc e s or conditions there might be little or no summer 
migration of the weevil from the fields. Al fal f a succulence and 
availability were given as factors influencing flights. They also 
stated that a decrease in light intensity stimulated fl ight activity, 
but the lowest temperature at which weevils flew was 18 . 3 C. The 
greatest flight activity was noted between 1830 and 2030 hours. 
Reproduction 
Copulation . Titus (1910a) found that copulation continued 
from spring to fall and that the males mated a number of times, 
Parks (1914) stated that copulation occurred repeatedly during 
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the entire oviposition period. Both Titus (1910b) and Essig and 
Michelbacher (1933) reported dark-colored adults mating with 
light-colored adults, suggesting that some of the new generation 
would mate with the overwintered generation. 
Egg Laying. According to Titus (1910b) egg laying began 
a few days after the spring appearance . Hamlin!!~· (1949) 
stated that the first egg laying in the spring was restricted to 
the females which had reached sexual maturity the preceding fall. 
Parks (1914) reported that under Utah conditions eggs were laid 
from March to August, with most of the eggs laid in May, and that 
eggs deposited in the autumn were killed by winter temperatures . 
However, in Maryland, Manglitz and App (1957) maintained that 
eggs overwintered. In California, Michelbacher and Essig ( 1934) 
claimed that egg - laying probably continued throughout the winter 
to some extent as they found several batches of fresh eggs in 
January. In contra st , Campbell et ~· (1961) found oviposition to 
commence in November in North Carolina, with the hatch commenci ng 
in December and peaking in April. In Tennes see, the peak of egg 
laying occurred in late fall and early winter (Bennett and Thomas, 
1964). 
Titus (l910b), Hamlin!!~· (1949) and Manglit z and App 
(1957) found that eggs were at first laid in the litter on the 
ground and later in growing alfalfa stems. The female weevils 
laid their eggs in punctures made in the alfalfa stems. As many 
as 33 eggs clustered within a puncture were noted, but clusters of 
eight eggs were the most common, (Hamlin!! ~.,1949). Parks 
(1914) found that higher temperature s were more conducive to 
egg laying. He said that a week of warm, dry weather during the 
beginning of oviposition resulted in a very large number of eggs 
being deposited in a short time. 
Partial Intersterility. Cross matings between eastern and 
western United States alfalfa weevil populations were conducted 
by Blickenstaff (1965), whereby he demonstrated that the two were 
partially intersterile. An eastern female with western male 
cross produced infertile eggs. A western female with eastern 
male cross produced fertile eggs, but the progeny were preponder-
antly female. He concluded that the eastern and western populations 
should at least be considered subspecies. 
Daily Field Activities 
Titus (1910b) found the adult alfalfa weevils to feed mainly 
at night with some feeding at about daylight. He said most of the 
weevils went down to the ground and many stayed hidden until dark, 
though some fed during the day. Essig and Michelbacher (1933) 
also found adult weevils to be more active at night during the 
summer. Poinar and Gyrisco (1960) observed this behavior, and 
suggested that the behavior of the adults was related to light 
intensity rather than to temperature or r elative humidity. Their 
experiments were conducted in late June when the adult population 
was at its peak. 
In studying the feeding behavior of alfalfa weevil adults 
from the eastern and western United States, Koehler and Gyrisco 
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(1963) found that, when exposed to randomized alternate intervals 
of sunlight and darkness, weevils fed more frequently in darkness . 
Poinar and Gyrisco (1964) stated that adult behavior was controlled 
by light intensity and did not continue in either constant li gh t 
or darkness . They concluded tha t the periodicity exhibited by the 
adults in the field was of the exogeneous type . 
Diapause and Seasonal History 
The summer diapause (aestivation) of the alfalfa weevil 
was studied in Maryland by Manglitz (1958) who observed that th~ 
newly emerged adults cou ld survive several months without food 
and apparently did so through the summer. He found these adults 
in s urface litter and in soil under trees, hedge rows, and fence 
rows bordering alfalfa fields . The weevils began to return to 
the field in September. The females had undergone no ovarian 
development during the summer. 
Guerra and Bishop (1962) found that development of the female 
sex organs from weevils that emerged in May was considerably 
arrested during diapause and that sexual ma turity was not reached 
until November. Adults observed emerging in September did not 
diapause and the females attained maturity in November. The 
diapausin~ weevils requ ired six months to mature, whereas non-
diapausing weevils reached maturity 81 days after emerging from 
the cocoons. 
Huggans and Blickenstaff (1964) found they cou ld alter the 
diapause pattern of the alfalfa weevil by rearing the larvae 
under an eight-hour day length. Weevils so reared became non-
diapausing adults which began laying eggs an average of 45 days 
after emergence from the cocoons . Larvae reared und e r 12-hour 
day length conditions went into a prolonged adult diapause and 
their egg production began an average of 170 days after emerging 
from the cocoons. 
Several other studies have been made on aestivating alfalfa 
weevils (Tombes, 1964; Bennett and Thomas, 1964; and Tombes, 1966), 
but none of these studies have been made in the western United 
States. Snow ( 1928) made a detailed study, in Utah, on the effect 
of ovulation on the seasonal history of the alfalfa weevil . 
Therein, he stated that beetles emerging in spring and summer 
remained immature for about four months after emergence, or until 
late September or October. He also stated that the small number 
of overwintering females still alive late in the s eason were enough 
to account for the small number of eggs and larvae found at that 
time of year. 
Snow (1928) discounted the idea that there was more than 
one generation per year, as did Titus (l910a) and Campbell!!!!· 
(1~61) . Manglitz (1958) also attributed the l ate larval popula-
tions · t o the ove r wintered adu l ts r ather t han to the new generation 
adults. Huggans and Blickenstaff (1964) s ugges ted that a second 
generation mi ght be possible in the South where l a r va e may over-
winter and become nondiapausing adults. 
Tombes (1964) presented the hypothesis that the alfalfa 
weevil in South Carolina aestivates during the summer but does 
not hibernate du r ing the winter. Reeves (1927) said there was no 
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definite period of hibernation for the alfalfa weevil. He de-
scribed the adult weevils as quiet when they were cold and active 
when they were warm . Peterson (1960), when comparing the effects 
of low temperature on the survival of alfalfa weevils from Alberta 
and Utah, did not say the weevils hibernated, but he spoke of their 
cold resistance . 
Respiration and the Effect of 
Controlled Environmen ts 
Tombes (1964) measured the respiration rate of the alfalfa 
weevil adults throughout the year. He found an 83 per cen t re-
duction in oxygen consumption as the insects entered into aesti-
vation. No attempt was made to vary conditions to observe changes 
in the respiration rate due to environment. 
Sweetman and Wedemeyer (1933) obse rved the effects of various 
relative humidities and temperatures on all stages of the alfalfa 
weevil from egg to adult . No attempt was made to record respira-
tion rate. They found temperatures of 30 to 37 C to be injurious 
to t he adults especially when the relative humidity was high. 
Higher temperatures killed the adults in a few days. Relative 
humidity below 40 per cent, at least with temperature s of 27 C 
or higher, were very destructive to the adults. Koehler and 
Gyrisco (1961) made similar studies on the response of eggs, 
larvae, and pupae to temperature and humidity, but little dealt 
with adults. 
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METHODS AND PROCEDURE 
Study Fields: Selection and Location 
Four fields in Cache Valley, Cach e County, Utah were selected 
for the studies. Other field s throughout Cache Valley were also 
observed in connection with weevil control programs. These four 
fields were selected at different elevations . They ranged from 
the valley floor up to the highest fields on the mountain side. 
They were designated as: th e Christensen, Thurston l, Thurston 2, 
and Gnehm fields. The Christensen field, consis ting of lO acres 
at approximately 4580 feet elevation, was loca led in North Logan 
at 2324 North 8 East. The Thur s ton field l' consisting of ll acres 
at a pproximately 4700 feet elevation, was located in Hyde Park at 
480 East Center. The Thurston field 2, consisting of 3.1 acres 
at approximately 5300 feet elevation , was located 1. 6 miles East 
of Hyde Park on a side hill below "Three Hill. " The Gnehm field, 
consisting of 35 acres at approximately 5800 feet elevation, was 
located 2.5 miles East of Hyde Park on the bench above "Three 
Hill." 
A recording hygrothermograph was installed in a weather 
station box at the Thurston l field on 10 June 1965. It was 
operated throughout the experiments. 
Flight Activities 
The flight activities of the alfalfa weevils were studied 
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usi ng two methods of capturing weevil s in flight. They were 
stic ky-board traps and a rotating net trap. The sticky - board 
trap s were made of metal sheeting 3 X 18 inches and painted dull 
yellow. Dead Line sticky material was applied on one side to an 
area of 2 X 16 inches. Two such sticky boards were bolted to a 
wooden lath stake so that two sticky surfaces were exposed. The 
lath stakes were driven into the ground at the edge of the field 
so that one sticky surface faced toward the field and one faced 
away from the field. They were spaced at 200 - foot intervals 
around the edges of each of the four fields . 
The sticky-board traps were arranged as described to give 
information on the di1·ection of the weevil flight and whether they 
were flying into or away from the field. These traps were placed 
around the Gnehm field on 2 July 1965, and around the other three 
fields on 6 July 1965. 
The rotating net trap (Figure la) was power ed by a small 
gasoline engine. The engine drove, by vee-belt, a 40:1 gear 
reduction box (Figure lb), which through two bevel gears, turned 
the ten foot vertical mast. Two fifteen-inch nets made of tough 
nylon mesh were attached to the distal ends of the two six-foot 
horizontal booms. These were attached by a sliding "T" fitting 
to the vertical mast . The nets could be set at selected heights 
by rebolting the sliding "T" fitting at the desired height. The 
five-foot height was normally used, though other heights from 
three feet to ten feet were tried. In operation, the nets turned 
at 60 RPM . 
Figure la. Rotating net trap. 
Figure lb. Close-up of the drive mechanism of the 
rotating net trap. 
ll 
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The rotating net trap was later altered by inverting the gear 
reduction box and eliminating the bevel gears. The vertical mast 
was then attached directly to the gear reduction box shaft. It 
was first operated at the Thurston field l on 5 August and was 
used in the fields as often as weather and other work would allow. 
After var ious mechanical problems were overcome, the rotating 
net trap could be left running for four hours or more without 
attention. Its purpose was to serve as a check on the effective-
ness of the sticky-board traps and provide better data on the 
times of flight and the effects of wind velocity on flights. 
An anemometer became available in the spring of 1966 and was 
used to measure wind velocities while running the rotating net 
trap. 
Reproduction 
Mating adult alfalfa weevils were observed in the alfalfa 
fields and in the laboratory . Adult weevils were collected from 
the field with sweep nets and placed in gallon glass jars covered 
with nylon netting. Stems of alfalfa were placed in vials of 
water. Cotton plugs held the stems in place and prevented weevils 
from falling into the water. The se stems were then plac ed in the 
gallon jars as f ood for the weevils. It was in these gallon jars 
that many observations of mating habits were made. 
More detailed observations were mad e on individual pairs of 
weevils taken while in copulation from the gallon jars and placed 
in test tubes. An alfalfa stem, placed in a procaine vial of 
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water, was placed in each test tube. Water condensing on the 
test tube was a problem because it greatly increased weevil 
mortality . As a result, the first two mating tests (Serie s A 
and B) were unsucc e ssful . Several arrangements were tried to 
correct the cond ensation . The problem was solved by using a 
dry cotton ball situated in the bottom of the test tube to absorb 
mois ture. A tuft of cotton was used to plug the open end to 
prevent the weevi l s from escaping, but yet allowing the inter-
c hange of gass es. In these tubes, the weevils were easy t o ob-
serve, and any eggs laid could be easily seen, counted and 
removed. 
Eggs laid by adult weevils under observation were checked 
for viability. An observation tube (Figure 2a), such as described 
above, was prepared and weevil eggs were placed inside the tube 
with a small camel's hair brush . The eggs would stick t o the 
g lass sides with their own natural adhe sion. Ten eggs were 
placed in each tube and arranged together in a double row so they 
could easi ly be observed under a dissect ing mic r oscope. This 
system had the advantage that the developing embryo could be 
observed directly through the glass test tube (Figure 2b). 
Daily Field Activities 
Four field sampling times within a 24 hour period were 
selected. One time was selected at the coldest hour of the day 
(0500 hours). Another was selected 12 hours later for the warmest 
part of the day (1700 hours). The other two times selected 
Figure 2a . Test tubes prepared for 
viability tests on weevil eggs. 
Figure 2b . Developing larvae inside 
egg a s viewed through test tube glass. 
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were at 1100 hours and 2300 hours with intermediate t emperatures. 
Thu s, every six hours through a 24 hour period, samples were 
taken. 
All fou r fields were samp led at the hours mentioned above. 
A sample consis ted of 25 sweeps of 180 degrees with a standard 
15 inch diameter sweep net allowing the net to dip one half its 
diameter i nto the alfalfa . The sample s were placed in labeled 
paper bags and stored a t 4 C until they were counted. 
Diapause and Seasonal His t ory 
General observations on s ea sonal history were made i n the 
four study fields and in other areas of the Valley in connec tion 
with wee vi l control programs. Detailed observations were made 
on c aged weevil s in the fie ld and on weevil s subj ected to arti-
ficia l conditions in a growth chamber. 
On 1 J une 1966, the four study fi elds were sampled and 100 
last instar larvae from each field were placed in the gal l on jars 
used for observati on cages and suppl i ed with alfalfa s tems f or 
f ood. The four cages were plac ed i n the weather box containing 
the hygrothermograph where they were reared to adults under approxi-
mate field conditions. The purpose of the experiment was to see 
if the weevi ls under field conditions avoided diapause and attained 
s exual matur ity , and as a result, produc ed a second generation 
per year. 
In the laboratory a growth c hamber (Gro-Lab CEL- 25 -HL from 
Sherer Gi llett Company) wa s maintained at 26.7 C and 20 - 40 per 
cent relative humid ity until 7 January 1966, when a humidifica tion 
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sy s tem was attached and the relative humidity raised to 70 per cent. 
It was programmed for an eight hour day, using both incandescent 
and flourescent lighting. Weevil cultures were kept in this environ-
ment, and reared from eggs to adults in an attempt t o shorten the 
period needed to attain sexual maturity as accomplished in the 
East (Huggans and Blickenstaff, 1964). 
Respiration Exper iments 
Two respiration experiments were conducted, using a Gilson 
Differential Respi rometer. A basic solution (NaOH or KOH) was 
placed in the center well of the Warburg flasks to absorb carbon 
dioxide as it was liberated by the respiring insects. In this 
manner, the amount of oxygen cons umed could be detected and was 
considered to be a measure of metabolism and physical activity. 
Wire screen caps covered the center wells to prevent the four 
weevils placed in each flask from dropping into the basic solution . 
Each experiment was s et up as a compl etely randomized design. 
The first experiment, on 23 March 1966, was de signed to see 
if there was any difference in the respiration rate between one 
group of weevils that had been given a cold treatment and another 
that had not. The weevils were taken from two cultures of adults 
that had been reared in darkness as a part of a parasitism study, 
but were not parasitized. The weevils in cage "D" were taken as 
newly emerged adults on 23 July 1965, and the weevils from cage 
"G" were taken also as newly emerged adults on 19 July 1965. As 
of ll March 1965, neither gr oup had shown any sign of sexual 
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maturity, and on that day cage 110 11 was placed in the refr igerator 
at 4 C in darkness where the y stayed until the day of the experimen t . 
Cage "G" was l eft in the growth chamber. 
Four weevi ls, two ma le s and two females, were used a s the 
experimenta l unit, and plat"ed together in a Warburg flask . There 
were f our repl ications of each of the two treatments. To absorb 
car bon dioxide, 0.1 ml of 15 per cent NaOH was placed in the center 
well of each Warburg flask . The water bath was se t at 27 C. The 
lights and the shaker were not used. Readings were made every 
ten minutes for 90 minute s . 
The s econd experiment, on 3 and 7 June 1966, wa s de signed 
to test thE effect of temperature, humidity, and light intensity 
on male and female alfalfa weevils. It was set up as a fa c torial 
exper iment. The weevil s were taken from the field on June 1966 , 
which wa s before any new generat ion adults had been obser ved in 
the field. Thus , they were all assumed to be overwintered adults. 
Four weevi ls of a si ng le sex were used as th e experimental 
unit, and were placed together in a Warburg flask. To absorb the 
carbon dioxide, KOH solutions were used (Umbreit!! ~· 1964) . 
Three different concentrations of KOH were used so that they 
cou ld also regu late the humidity (Peterson, 1959). The se solutions 
were prepared by using KOH in distilled water at the concentra-
tions listed in Table l. These are hereafter referred to as 
20 , 40, and 70 per cent humidities . The proper KOH solution wa s 
added to the cen t er well of eac h flask in 0 . 3 ml units. 
The exper iment was run in f our segments. For the first two, 
which were conducted on 3 J une , the water bath was maintained at 27 C. 
Table l. Ca rbon dioxide absorbing and relative 
humidity con trolli ng sol utions (from 
Peterson, 1959) 
Grams KOH 
per 100 ml. 
110.0 
75.0 
37.5 
Humidity Rating 
21% 
39% 
69% 
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The first s egment was in high light intensity with a 30 -watt 
reflector light bulb burning under each flask. The second 
s egment was in darkne ss . Darkne ss was obtained by placing two 
layer s of black, rubber-impregnated c l oth over and around the 
part of the respirometer conta ining the Warburg flasks . The in-
strument' s lights were tu rned off . 
The th ird and fourth segmen ts were run on 7 June, at a 
temperature of 10 C. The third segment was in high light in-
tensity, and the f ou rth s e gment was in darkness. 
Each of the four segmen ts was run for 90 minutes, with 
readings taken every ten minutes. Each half of the experiment 
was conducted at a si ngle temperature with the 90-minute period of 
high light intensity followed ten minutes later by the 90-minute 
period of darkness. A new randomizati on and a new group of weevil s 
were used for the 10 C half of the experiment. Both gr oups of 
weevils were from the same source and had been treated alike . 
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RESULTS 
Flight Activities 
Sticky-Board Traps. The stic ky-board traps were c hecked 
beginning 6 July 1965, but no alfalfa weevils were found until 
20 August when two lightly colored weevils were taken from 
traps 12 and 13 in the Gnehm field, and another one was found 
on a trap in the Christensen field. A week later (27 August) 
another alfalfa weevil was taken from Gnehm trap 13. Traps 
checked on 3 September showed no alfalfa weevils, but weevils of 
the genus Sitona were often found. Occasionally as many as five 
Sitona were found on one trap. On 11 October, one alfalfa weevil 
was taken from Gnehm trap 12. 
Many problems were associated with the sticky- board traps . 
The greate st problem was the cluttering of the traps with flying 
insects, particularly Lepidoptera. Their large wings covered up 
the stic ky material, making it unavailable for trapping other 
insects. Hunters also seemed to enjoy using the traps for target 
practice. Because of these problems and the general lack of 
success, the sticky-board traps were not used the following 
spring. 
Gnehm traps 12 and 13 were located close to a triangle of 
alfalfa that was never cut. Because three of the four weevils 
taken from traps 12 and 13 were found on the side facing away 
from the main alfalfa field but facing the uncut alfalfa, it was 
assumed that these weevils probably came from that uncut alfalfa . 
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Rotating Net Trap . Sampling with the rotating net trap 
began 5 August 1965 . On 20 August, the first alfalfa weevils were 
caugh t. The last weevil caugh t in 1965 was on 2 September . 
In the spring, the first weevil was caught 28 Ma r ch 1966, and the 
last on l April . New generation adults wer e caught beginning 
27 Ju l y 1966. 
As indicated in Table 2, there were 16 weevils caught in the 
summer of 1965, eleven of which were females . One male and one 
female of that gr oup were darkly colored and were captured on 
l and 2 September, respectively. Only one weevil was observed 
in flight. It alighted on the motor of the rotating net trap 
as it was being star ted at 1330 hours on l September. 
As soon as the spring weathe r warmed up, the ro tating net 
trap was set up and on 28 March, one weevil was caught. Also 
on that day one adult female alfalfa weevil was observed to have 
alighted on a white sheet hung on a clothes line . It was several 
blocks from the nearest alfalfa field, although some volunteer 
alfalfa was found growing within the block . The only other weevil 
ca ptured in flight during th e spring was taken on l April . All 
three of these weevil s were females . 
Sampling with t he rotating net trap cont inued into the summer. 
On 24 July 1966 , the second crop alfalfa hay was cut on Thurston 
field l. It was raked early in the morning on 27 July. Three 
weevils were caugh t that day, two females and one male. The 
following day two weevils were caught, a male and a female . No 
more samples we re ta ken after 28 J uly 1966. 
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Table 2. Alfalfa weevils caught with the rotating net trap at Hyde Park, 
Utah 
Date Field 
Time of catch Temperature % Re lative Number caught 
After Before C humidity Male Female 
1965 
20 Aug . Gnehm 1430 1530 
24 Aug. Gnehm 1330 1430 
24 Aug. Gnehm 1430 1630 
24 Aug. Gnehm 1630 1700 
25 Aug. Gnehm 1300 1400 
26 Aug . Gnehm 1230 1400 
26 Aug. Gnehm 1400 1600 
Sept . 1330 
Sept. Gnehm 1500 1600 
Sep t . Gnehm 1230 1600? 
1966 b 
28 Ma r ch 1500 
28 March Thurston 1530 1630 
l Apri l Thurston 1500 1630 
27 Ju l y Thurston 1630 1830 
27 July Thur ston 1830 2030 
28 July Thur ston 1400 1700 
aSaw it alight , but did not catch it. 
bSaw it alight on a sheet. 
25.6 40 0 
25 . 6 36 0 
24 . 4 38 0 
23 . 3 42 0 
24.4 35 0 
23.3 36 
22 . 2 45 
23.3 36 (l) 
23 .3 40 
24.4 40 0 
21.1 20 0 
20.0 20 0 
21.1 24 0 
33 . 3 26 
26.7 34 0 
36 . 1 12 
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Wind Velocity . No accurate measurements of wind velocity 
were possible during the 1965 flight study. Weevils were not 
observed to fly when winds reached an estimated 15- 20 miles per 
hour. During the spring of 1966, an anemometer was used. On 
28 March, when the first weevil was caught in flight, the wind 
velocity ranged from zero to ten miles per hour, with an average 
of about 4 miles per hour. On 1 April, when another weevil was 
caught, the wind velocity seldom got higher than 7 to 8 miles 
per hour . No weevils were caugh t on 4 April when the wind was 
blowing briskly, sometimes at more than 15 miles per hour, with 
an average of 9-10 miles per hour . On 8 April the wind velocity 
stayed at 0- 5 mi les p~r hour, but no weevils were caught flying; 
nor, were any caught thereafter regardle ss of climatic cond itions 
until 27 July when the wind velocity stayed below 5 miles per hour. 
Temperature. During the summer of 1965, the weevils were 
caugh t in the r otating net trap at temperatures ranging from 22 . 2 
to 25.6 C (Table 2) , with an average of 24.0 C. In the spring 
of 1966, weevils were caught at 20.0 and 21. 1 C. In July of 1966, 
the temperature range was between 26 . 7 and 36.1 C with most of 
the weevils being caught when the temperature was above 33 C. 
In all cases, these temperatures were the peak temperatu r es for 
the day, or at least closely following the peak for that day. 
Humidity. Alfalfa weevils caught in the rotating net trap 
during the summer of 1965 were taken when the relative humidity 
was between 35 and 45 per cent. In the spring , the weevils were 
caught at 20 and 24 per cent relative humidity. In July of 1966, 
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the relative humidity at the time of capture ranged from 12 to 
34 per cent (Tab le 2) . 
Time of Day for Flight . Because the r ota ting net trap was 
a ll owed to run for an hour or more at a time before checking for 
alfalfa weevi l s , it wa s impossible to pinpoint the exact time a 
weevil was caught . The beginning and end of a run wa s recorded 
(Table 2), which ga ve the per iod of time in which the weevil 
was captured , rather than the specific time . During the summer 
of 1965, most weevils were ca ugh t between 1400 and 1530 hours . 
In the sp r ing of 1966 , the weevi l s were taken between 1500 a nd 
1630 hours . During Ju l y of 1966 , the a verage time of cap ture 
was 1620 to 1820 hours. The two direct observations on flying 
weevil s occ urred at 1330 hours in the summer and 1500 hours in 
the spr ing . Al l of the se times were near the peak temperature 
for the day . It seemed that the time of flight was at least 
partially dependent on the temperature. 
Advantages and Disadvantages of Eq uipment . The advantage s 
of the sticky-board traps over the rotating net trap proved to be 
the l it tle maintenance requ i red and their constant pre s enc e in 
the field s . Their di sadvantage s were the way they could be c lut-
tered with flying insect s other than alfalfa weevils and the 
small sizes of the s ticky a rea. A sticky surface ove r a greater 
area would probably have been better a s a sampling tool. 
The advantages of t he rotating net trap were its eff icient 
methods of capturing weevils in fligh t and its ease in correlation 
with the time of day that weevils were caught. The disadvantages 
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were that it could not be replicated or put in more than one 
field at the same time, and that it had occasiona l mechanical 
failures . Two or more of the machines would have been necessary 
to make flight compari sons between the different fields . 
Reproduction 
Gross Observations. Adult alfalfa weevils emerging from 
their overwintering sites in the sp r ing were observed to be capab le 
of egg laying. No attempt to find eggs laid in duff or litter 
was made, but eggs were easily found in puncture s made in the 
stems of growing alfalfa . The greatest numbe r of eggs was found 
in first crop alfalfa. Pair s of alfalfa weevils were observed 
to copulate on alfalfa stems in the field . 
In the laborator y , overwintering alfalfa weevil adults 
which had been collected from the field on 17 May 1966, were 
observed in a ga ll on jar . As soon as they were placed together 
in the jar , several pairs began to copulate . Of the 125 weevils 
in the jar, 14 pairs were observed in copulation at one time. 
Several minutes after copulation commenced, some females began 
to lay eggs on the sides of the glas s . The bulk of the eggs 
was laid on the fi r st day of captivi ty . These adults fed r eadi ly 
upon alfa l fa offered to them . After 6 days about 25 per cent 
were dead . 
On 22 July 1965, 33 adults which had been he ld in the 
refrigerator at 4 C were placed in a flask without alfalfa. 
Immediately , some began to copulate. A few hours later 46 eggs 
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were found in the bottom of the flask. In this way fresh eggs 
were obtained for rearing. 
On 28 July, a group of adult weevils was placed in a jar, 
but they were less active in finding mates for copulation than in 
previous trials. Some of the females began lay ing eggs, but 
they were laid less frequently than before. When alfalfa was 
placed in the j ar with them, they began to feed and almost im-
mediately copulation and egg l aying increased. Eggs were laid 
on the j ar fl oor and on the alfalfa s tems. No egg laying in 
punctures inside the stems was noted. The addition of alfalfa 
was noted to inc rease copulation in several trials. 
Weevil adults collected in connection with past control 
studie s were often observed mating. The question arose as to 
whether or not our treatment of the weevils during the counting 
process influenced their mating habits. It was our practice to 
refrigerate the weevils to slow down their activities and to 
anesthetize them with carbon dioxide. An experiment was carried 
out in which five gr oups of weevils were observed: (1) left out-
of-doors, (2) brought indoors, (3) given a co ld treatment, (4) 
g iven a carbon dioxide treatment, and (5) given both a co ld 
and a carbon dioxide treatment. The re sponses of these non-
replicated groups are recorded in Table 3. Carbon dioxide treat-
ments seemed to stimulate egg laying . 
Mating Tests. Individual weevils were obs erved to determine 
whether or not the female alfalfa weevil mated more than once . 
Of twenty pairs (Serie s C and D), eleven of the female s were 
Tab le 3 . Eggs laid by weevils s ub j ected to 
different treatments 
No. of No. of 
Treatment weevil s eggs 
Out-of-doors 151 149 
Indoors 146 122 
Co ld a 158 124 
C02 87 139 
C02 + Cold 63 78 
a4 C for one hour 
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No . of eggs 
per weevil 
.987 
. 836 
. 785 
1.598 
l. 238 
obse rved to mate a second time, six mated a th i rd time and three 
mated a fourth time (Table 4). Some of these repeated ma tings 
took place on the same day wh i le others were as much as nine day s 
apart . Serie s C differed from se r ies D in that the weevil s were 
confined in the tubes for the first s even days of observation 
without a co tton wad at the tube bottom to absorb humidity. 
Females lived from 5 days to about three mon ths under observation . 
Only one of the twenty female s failed to lay any eggs after the 
initial copulation. Eggs were laid on the g l ass of the test tube s 
and water vials and on the a l f a l fa stems, but no eggs were noted 
inside the stems . Egg production from ten of th e females (Series 
D) was rec orded . While under observat ion, from t o 28 eggs 
were la id with a mean of 11.5 eggs per female. 
In another group of twenty pa i rs of weevils (S erie s E and F), 
the ma le s were allowed to remain wi th the femal e s for five days, 
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Table 4. Copulation frequency, egg production, and life span of 
weevil pair s while under observation 
No . of times 
copulation No . of Life sEan, dap 
Ser ies c occurred eggs Eroduced Female Male 
a 47 l3 
a 6 31 
3 a 11 21 
4 a 14 14 
5 4 a 24 74 
6 a 21 96 
a 10 6 
8 a 5 14 
9 49 6 
10 3 a 21 46 
Mean 1.5 20.8 32 .1 
Series D 
2 4 l3 l3 
3 33 22 
3 4 8 16 13 
4 28 27 29 
5 18 19 16 
6 4 23 91 57 
15 l3 
8 12 16 16 
9 ll 9 91+ 
10 2 9 19 22 
Mean 2.5 11.5 25.8 29.2 
aProduced eggs, but numbe r not recorded 
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Table 5. Alfalfa weevil egg production comparing yields with 
males absent and present 
Number of eggs laid Percent of 
First Remaining tota l eggs laid 
Series Ea 5 da~s 22 dap Total after l st 5 dap 
6 5 11 45 . 5 
2 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 
4 2 4 50 . 0 
5 5 0 5 00.0 
6 · 9 0 9 100 . 0 
7 9 22.2 
8 9 6 15 40 . 0 
9 0 1.00.0 
10 23 24 4. 2 
Total 6I u 78 ---zl.8 
Ser ies Fb 
1 4 50 . 0 
13 3 16 18 . 8 
3 0 0 0 
4 0 100 . 0 
5 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
8 0 0 0 
9 0 100 . 0 
10 3 0 3 00.0 
Total 18 7 25 28 . 0 
aMa le s remove d after fir s t f ive da ys 
bMales pre s ent f or en t ire peri od 
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after which the males were removed from Series E. In the follow-
ing 22 days, the ten pairs which were allowed to remain together 
(Series F) produced 28 . 0 per cent of their total eggs . The ten 
females (Series E) that had been s eparated from their mates 
produced 21.8 per cent of their total eggs after the separation 
(Table 5), indicating no increased egg production due to the 
continued presence of ma le s. 
Egg Viability Tests. A check was mad e on the viability of 
eggs laid by adults which had received the five different treat-
ments of temperature and carbon dioxide . The results after 14 
days of incubation are recorded in Table 6 . 
Table 6. Tests on the viability of alfalfa weevil eggs laid 
by weevils subjected to various treatments 
Treatment Number hatching Per c ent 
to adults Re2.1 Re~.2 Re~.3 Re2.4 Total hatch 
Out - of - doors 3 0 2 6 15.0 
Indoor s 5 6 4 17 42 . 5 
Cold a 6 3 6 18 45 . 0 
C02 3 4 22.5 
co2 + Co ld 3 22.5 
a4 C for 1 hour 
A viability check was made of eggs laid by two groups of 
weevils that had undergone diapause. One had received a 12 day 
cold treatment at 4 C (Cage D) and the other (Cage J+F) had 
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received no such treatment. The test showed no significant dif-
ference in the per cent of hatch between the two groups (Table 7). 
Table 7 . Alfalfa weevil eggs hatching following a 12 day 
cold treatment of 4 C 
Treatment Rep. 
Cold (D) 5 
Check (J+F) 5 
Number hatching 
Rep. 2 Rep. 3 Rep. 4 Total 
6 9 6 26 
4 9 25 
Daily Field Activities 
Per cent 
hatch 
65.0 
62 . 5 
Variations were noted in the number of adult alfalfa weevils 
col lected i n 25 -sweep samp le s taken at differ ent times of the day. 
On 9 August 1965, samples were taken every six hours. Adults were 
segregated into light-colored and dark-colored groups (Figu re 3) . 
Pubescence of the darker ones was not considered. At 1100 hours, 
the ligh t-colored adults accounted for only 3.7 per cent of the 
adult population on the stems; at 2300 hours, when it was dark, 
they accounted for 61.2 per cent (Figure 4) . There were 75 
times more light-colored adults on the alfalfa stems at 2300 
hours than there were at 1100 hours, while the increase in the 
dark-colored adult population on the stems for the same times 
was only 1 . 8 times . 
A similar test was repeated on 24 August 1965, (Figure 5) 
with the same apparent trend. The light -colored adults accounted 
for only 9.5 per c ent of the population on the stems at 1100 
Figure 3. Alfalfa weevil adults, t op: dark-
colored (overwintered), bottom: light-colored 
(new generation). 
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ho urs while at 2300 hours, when it was dark, they accounted for 
72.5 per cent of the population. There were 37 times more light-
colored adults on the alfalfa stems at 2300 hours than there were 
at 1100 hours, while the dark-colored adult population increased 
only 2.1 times. 
Temperatures were recorded for the periods of sampling but 
no relationship be tween temperature and population fluctuation 
was apparent. The main factor affecting the population seemed to 
be light intensity, and the light-color ed adults were much more 
affected than were the dark-colored adults. Light-colored adults 
were consid ered to be new generation adults and dark-colored ad ults 
to be overwintered adults. 
Early in the growing season, 1 June 1966, the same procedure 
was followed. Only overwintered adult alfa lfa weevils were present 
in the fields at that time. The results were quite different, 
as shown in Figure 6. The adult population on the alfalfa stems 
was 3 . 3 times as great at 1700 hours as it was at 0500 hours. 
The stem population fluctuation seemed to bear a close relation-
ship to temperature, while the period of darkness seemed to have 
no effect. 
Diapause and Seasonal History 
General Observations. As soon as the weather became warm 
enough in the spring, the overwintering adult alfalfa weevils 
became active. On 28 March 1966, adults were observed on alfalfa 
stubble, walking up and down dead stems. The temperature that day 
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reached 21 C and dropped to 0 C that night. There had been a 
co nsis tent rise in daytime temperature peaks from 4 C for s even 
days. 
The overwintered weevils were still quite light in co lor 
early in the spring , but gradually darkened as the season progress-
ed . They were easi l y col lec ted after the alfalfa was high enough 
to sweep with a net. Alfa lfa weevil larvae began to appear early 
i n May, but no new generation adults were observed until after 
mos t first-crop hay wa s cut. 
The stage of development for the new generation at the time 
of first - crop hay cutting was indicated when a farmer in Rich-
mo nd, Utah, used a swather to cut his hay . The alfalfa along 
with the weevi l s was thrown into a narrow windr ow . The hay dried 
for about three days in these windrows, then was baled and removed . 
After the alfalfa began t o grow back, it was very e vid ent where 
the windrow had been, The alfalfa in the windrow strip had not 
begun to leaf ou t , while the alfalfa where the cut hay had not 
fallen had grown as high as 6 and 10 inches . The striking dif-
ference suggested that more was involved than three days s hading 
from the sun. An examination of the dry hay leaf litter left 
in the windrow strip was made, and the findings fr om about two 
pounds of l itter are recorded in Table 8. Emerged adults, empty 
cocoons and adults in cocoons were considered to indicate the 
number that survived the cutting . Those that did not survive 
far outnumbered those that survived. Although the windrow stip 
had a s lower start, no difference in height of the alfalfa was 
Table 8. Alfalfa weevils found in two pounds of dry 
hay leaves from windrow sites 
Weevil evidence Number 
Emerged adults 3 
Empty cocoons 40 
Adults in cocoons 14 
Pupae (most dead) 68 
Dead larvae in cocoons 44 
Bathyplectes curculionis cocoons 19 
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obs erved at the time of second crop cutting. The windrow strip 
could still be discerned because its alfalfa was in the prebud 
stage, while that where cut hay had not fallen had reached the 
full-bloom stage. 
New generation adults were more numerous than were the over-
wi ntered adults at the time the second crop was cut. The new 
adults began to leave the field toward the end of the second crop, 
but were found in third-crop hay in low numbers . For example, 
on 22 September 1965, sixteen light- co lored adults, no dark-
colored adults, and four larvae were found in 200 sweeps. 
On 9 September 1965, two samples of the litter and soil from 
alfalfa stem bas es were placed in Berlese funnels but no alfalfa 
weevils were found. On 22 September, two litter sample s were 
taken - - one from the uncut alfalfa triangle and one from under 
a gr ove of maple trees bordering the Gnehm field. One femal e 
was taken from the alfalfa litter and one male and one female 
were taken from the maple leaf litter. 
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On 17 March 1966, about two feet of snow covered the Gnehm 
field and the surrounding country side. On that day, two bags of 
litter were co llected from under the snow within the same maple 
grove sampled the previous fall, One male and one female adu lt 
were obtained from the samples. They became active soon after 
being brought into the wa r m laboratory. 
Dr . G. F. Knowlton obtained e ight alfalfa weevils on 25 
March 1966, from juniper duff collected along the east windbreak 
edge of the Utah State University campus in Logan. Six of these 
were examined, three were ma le s and three females . Later, on 
8 April , this same juniper windbreak was samp led again but no 
alfalfa weevils were found, suggesting that they may have moved 
out during t he preceding warm weather. 
Field Cages. Most of the weevils from each field cage that 
successfully reached the adult stage did so abou t the end of J une. 
A count was mad e on 5 July, and the results are shown in Table 9. 
Table 9 . Adult alfalfa weevils and parasites 
obtained from rearing larvae in the 
field 
Adult Parasites 
Field weevils (Bath~E lecte s) 
Christensen 16 17 
Thurston 35 31 
Thur ston 16 24 
Gnehm ~ 26 
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The disparity between the numbers shown in the table and the 
starting number was attributed to larval death. After the count, 
the weevil adults were replaced in the field. No evidence of 
s exual maturity was observed by 5 August 1966, when these weevils 
were placed in the growth chamber. 
Growth Chamber Colonies . Alfalfa weevil adults that were 
reared from larvae to adults in darkne ss as a part of a separate 
parasitism study were placed in the growth chamber for observation 
in Ju ly 1965. These were weevils which had escaped parasitism, 
not parasitized weevils. Additional weevil adults placed in the 
growth chamber were from larvae reared under natural light con-
ditions and from field col lections (Tabl e 10). They all fed on 
alfa lfa plac ed with them for food. By 6 November 1965, the weevils 
were observed to be inactive, feeding very little, and spending 
most of their time hiding under and within a crumpled piece of 
tissue paper placed in each cage . This con tinued until 7 January 
1966, when a humidifying system was attached and the relative 
humidity was raised to 70 per cent . The weevils then became much 
more active than they had been for months. Many more individuals 
were observed to be active on the alfalfa stems during the period 
of dark than during the period of light . 
This activity continued, but by 11 March 1966 no copulation 
or egg laying had been observed. On that date, one cage of weevils 
(Cage D) was placed in the refrigerator at 4 C and left there 
until 23 March, wh en they were returned to the gr owth chamber. 
On 26 March, one pair that had received the co ld treatment was 
Table 10. Record of eggs produced at the end of diapause for growth c hamber colonies by alfalfa weevils 
from different sources 
Months of 
Source of Date and number of eggs ~reduced Total adulthood 
adult Date adults 30 4 9 12 20 25 29 4 27 eggs before 
Cage weevils were obtained II a Mar A~r A~r A~r A~r A~r A~r Ma;t Ma;t ~reduced egg la;ting 
A Reared from 
eggs in lab. 27 Aug 65 ll 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
B Reared from 
eggs in lab. 30 Sept 65 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
c Field 
ob Collected 14 Sept 65 33 9 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 17 6 . 5 
D Reared in 
Darknessc 23 July 65 36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
D' Reared in 
Darknessc 23 July 65 44 24 31 6 0 Dead 112 8.2 
E Reared in 
ob ob DarknessC 12 July 65 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
G Reared in 
Darknes sc 19 July 65 32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 ~ 8 10.2 0 
Table 10. Continued 
Months of 
Source of Date and number of e~~s eroduc ed Total adulthood 
adult Date adult s 30 4 9 12 20 25 29 4 27 eggs before 
Ca~e weevils were obtaine d !Ia Mar Apr Apr Apr AJzr Aer Apr Mal:: Mal:: eroduced e~~ la)::in~ 
J+F Field 
Collected 19+2 6 Ju l y 65 55 50 70 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 137 8.2 
I+H Field 
Collected 24+30 June 65 32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9.2 
w Cap tured in 
69b Fli~ht 28 March 66 4 0 4 22 30 45 0 0 171 
aNurnber of adu l ts as of 8 January 1966 except for Cage W 
bPair found in copulation 
cReared in darkness as part of a parasitism study 
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obs erved to copulate and was placed in a separate cage (D'). 
The stimulus to induce copulation might have been the cold treat-
ment. On 30 March, eggs were obtained from that pair. The other 
cages were also checked and three other cages contained eggs 
(Table 10). These eggs were, for the most part, laid insid e 
punctures in the alfalfa stems . Any effect that the co ld treatment 
may have had was confound ed by the start of egg laying by the other 
groups of caged weevils. Those that laid eggs did so after they 
had been adults at least 6.5 to 10.2 months with a mean of 8.5 
months . 
Of the adults obta ined from eggs reared under an eight hour 
day length, two groups (Cages A and B) never copulated or laid 
eggs. Three other groups, started from eggs in the spring of 
1966, were observed until early in Aug~st of 1966, or three to 
four months. No evidence of sexual maturity had been observed 
by that time. The eight hour daylight schedule was maintained 
throughout the entire larval development of each of these groups . 
Respiration Experiments 
Results of the first respiration experiment are given in 
Table 11. The amount of oxygen cons umed by the four weevils in 
each replication is expressed in mic rol iters per 90 minutes . 
The weevils receiving the cold treatment consumed 1.57 
times as much oxygen in 90 minutes as did the weevils rece iving no 
cold treatment. An analysis of varianc e (Tab le 12) showed 
significance at the five per cent level. The increased oxygen 
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Tab le 11. Resul ts of first respiration experiment compar-
ing adult alfalfa weevils with and without a 
cold treatment 
Microliters of oxygen consumed 
2er 90 minute s 
Treatment Re2 1 Re2 2 Re2 3 Re2 4 
Coi"d Treatment (D) 48.7 59.8 50.6 41.4 
Check (G) 25.3 29 . 3 24.2 49.1 
Table 12. Analysis of variance of first respiration experi-
ment with adult alfalfa weevils 
Sourc e of Degrees of Sum of Mean 
variation freedom sguares sguare F 
Treatments 658.85 658.85 6.85* 
Error 6 577.41 96.24 
Total 2 36 .26 
·k Significant at 5 per cent level 
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consumption may have been due to increased physical development 
or perhaps just due to increased activity. 
The re sults of the second respiration experiment are ex-
pressed in Table 13 . The amount of oxygen consumed by the 
weevils in each replication is expressed in mic r oliters per 90 
minutes . 
The mean amounts of oxygen consumed in 90 minutes for each 
factor observed are recorded in Table 14. 
Statistical significance was attained from temperature and 
sex at the one per cent level (Tabl e 15) . The weevils at 27 C 
consumed 3 .4 times as much oxygen in 90 minutes as did the 
weevils at 10 C. Female weevils consumed 1.3 times as much oxygen 
a s did the male weevils in the same amount of time . Differences 
between light intensities and between relative humiditie s showed 
no statistical evidence of having occurred by any reason other 
than chance . 
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Table 13 . Results of second respiration experiment 
using varied temperatures and relative 
humidities with adult alfalfa weevils 
Treatment Microliters of oxygen 
Relative consumed/90 minute s 
TemE . Light humid it):' (7.) Sex ReE 1 Rep 2 Re2 3 
27 c HLla 20 Female 159.5 57 . 1 74 . 9 
20 Male 93.7 62 . 4 54 . 8 
40 Female 73 . 6 99.9 68 . 9 
40 Male 51.4 63.7 61.7 
70 Female 97.5 73 . 9 78 . 1 
70 Male 62.5 64.2 77 . 7 
2 7 c Dark 20 Female 80 . 9 49.4 27.8 
20 Male 58 . 9 70.8 59 . 1 
40 Fema le 67.7 46 . 8 78.4 
40 Male 47.7 62 . 7 58.3 
70 Female 108 . 2 99 . 6 81.8 
70 Male 63 . 5 68 . 2 88.8 
10 c HLia 20 Female 28 .1 18 . 9 25 . 9 
20 Male 20 . 9 17. 1 18.2 
40 Female 34.8 10 . 9 37 , 5 
40 Male 14.0 19 . 3 20.2 
70 Female 29 . 3 42 . 2 18 .5 
70 Male 25 . 3 18.2 12.1 
lOC Dark 20 Fema le 19.2 12. 5 10 . 7 
20 Male 12 . 2 13 . 4 10 . 0 
40 Female 20 . 8 22 . 1 10 . 2 
40 Male 33.7 12.6 9 .0 
70 Female 19. 3 24.4 82 . 7 
70 Male 17 .o 15.0 6 . 6 
High light intensity 
Table 14 . Means for each factor ob -
s erved in s econd re spira-
tion experiment 
Factor observed Mean 
27 c 72.23 
lO C 21.19 
High Light Intensity 49 . 63 
Dark 43.79 
20% Relative Humidity 44.02 
40% Relative Humidity 43.00 
70% Relative Humidity 53 .11 
Female 52 . 73 
Male 40 . 69 
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Table 15. Ana lysis of variance of second respiration experi-
ment with adult alfalfa weevils 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean 
variation free dom sguares sguare F 
Temperature (A) 4,689.53 4,689.53 154. 99*>~ 
Light (B) 615.42 615.42 2. 03 
Humidity (C) 2 1,486.22 743 . ll 2. 46 
Sex (D) 2,607 . 62 2,607.62 8 . 62*'' 
AB 113 . 7 5 113.75 .38 
AC 2 314. 14 157 . 07 .52 
AD 104.88 104.88 . 35 
BC 1,664 . 55 832 . 27 2.75 
BD 170.20 170. 20 .56 
CD 580 . 91 290.45 . 96 
ABC 2 418.66 209.33 .69 
ABO 249 . 02 249 .02 . 82 
ACD 122 . 33 61.17 . 20 
BCD 877 . 96 438 . 98 l. 45 
ABCD 215.81 107.91 .36 
Error 48 14,522.91 302 .56 
Total 7l 70 958 . 92 
** Significant at l per cent level 
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DISCUSS ION 
Flight Activities 
Evidence of a spring flight of the alfalfa weevil was found 
in Cache Valley during 1966. This flight was assumed to be the 
return of the alfalfa weevils from their places of overwintering 
to the fields. This flight is assumed to corre spond to the spring 
flight rec orded by Titus (l910b) and Parks (1913) for Utah and by 
Poinar and Gyrisco ( 1962 ) for New York . 
A late summer flight was found to occur at, or shortly after, 
the time the second- c rop alfalfa hay was being cut. In August of 
1965, alfalfa weevils were captured in fligh t just prior to, during , 
and after the Gnehm field was cut for second - crop hay. In July 
of 1966 , weevils were captured in fli ght just after the cutting 
of second-crop hay on the Thurston field 1. The Gnehm field, 
being a dry-land alfalfa field and 1100 feet in elevation higher 
than the irrigated Thurston field l, was always harvested later 
than the Thurston field. This also could account for the later 
flight of the weevi l s. 
This flight seems to corre spond to the summer flights de-
scribed by Titus (l910b) and Parks (1913) even though it was 
observed to take place later than the fli ghts they observed, 
which began in June. Their observations were mad e in the Salt 
Lake Valley which has earlier growing seasons and hotter summers 
than do~s Cache Val ley. Also, they described the adult weevil 
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popu lations as much heavier than those observed in Cache Valley . 
Perhaps the earlier growing season, an overcrowding effect of 
large populations, and hot dry alfalfa fields cou ld account for 
the recorded flights which began earlier than those observed in 
Cache Valley. 
In the eastern United States, however, the summer flight, 
as reported by Prokopy and Gyrisco (1965), takes place prior to 
and during the cutting of first crop hay. The flight follows 
the maturation of the weevils very closely. This could be an 
advantage for the weevils, as most of the population would be 
able to attain adulthood and leave the field before the alfalfa 
was cut . Cutting of alfalfa hay gr eatly reduces the weevil 
population in the fields according to several authors. 
The summer flight was considered to be the flight of the 
weevils from the alfalfa fields to the places where they would 
overwinter, such as the litter under a maple grove bordering the 
field. It did not appear to be a pre-aestivation flight as noted 
in eastern United Sta tes. No fall flight of weevils returning 
to the fields was observed and it is believed that none exists 
under Cache Valley conditions. 
Prokopy and Gyrisco (1963) suggested that the fall flight 
in New York was coinciden t with the return of the alfalfa weevil 
adults to the alfalfa fields. The spring flight in New York 
completes the migrat ion of the new generation adults to the 
alfalfa fields (Poinar and Gyrisco, 1962). In Virginia, (Pamanes 
and Pienkowski, 1965) ; Maryland (Mang litz, 1958); and North 
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Caro lina (C ampbell~~., 196 1) the ma in migration of the alfalfa 
weevil s t o the alfalfa fiel ds is in the fall. In Cache Valley, 
this return appears t o be only in the spring. These variations 
in the alfalfa weevil fli ght habits are not considered to be 
contradictions, but simply the response of the alfalfa weevils 
to the climatic conditions of the area in which they live. 
For the climatic conditions of Cache Valley, the alfalfa 
weevil is considered to ha ve two flight periods. One is in the 
spring when the overwintered alfalfa weevils return to the alfalfa 
fields. The other is in the summer, mostly in August, when new 
generation alfalfa weevils leave the fields for the cover of over-
wintering sites . 
Reproduction 
Overwintered alfalfa weevils are apparent l y capable of egg-
laying as soon as or shortly after they emerge from their over-
wintering s i tes. Copulation probably continues throughout spring 
and summer. Under Cache Valley conditions, the bulk of the eggs 
are laid in the spring and early summer during first crop , while 
under conditions in Tennessee, (Bennett and Thomas, 1964) and 
North Carolina (Campbell et ~., 1961) the peak egg l aying occurs 
in the late fall and early winter. 
This apparent discrepancy in time of egg laying is probably 
due to the fac t that the alfalfa weevil does not have a true 
hibernation. It becomes active at any time during the winter when 
temperatures are mild enough. During these warmer periods they 
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mate, feed and lay eggs . These warmer periods which resul t in 
weevil activity are common in southeastern United States, but 
rare i n Cache Va lley, Utah. 
Laboratory observa tions i ndicated that copulation stimulated 
egg laying . Feeding increased copu l ation and egg laying . Crowded 
conditions in cages and high humidity may have caused the egg 
laying on the g las s sides of cages rather than within the alfalfa 
stems as is nor ma l in the fields . 
One experiment suggested that a carbon dioxide gas treatment 
of adults increased egg laying while a co ld treatment may have 
slowed egg lay ing . The experiment was not replicated so no 
estimate of the variance was possible . Only half as many eggs 
hatched from the carbon dioxide treatment as compared with the 
co ld treatment. 
Mat i ng tests showed that female alfalfa weevils mate more 
than once, but there was no evidence that repeated matings were 
necessary to produce a full complement of eggs. There was no 
assurance tha t the f i eld co llected femal e s used in the mating 
te sts were ma ting for the first time when the test was started. 
This must have intr oduced much variation among pairs . Eggs pro-
duced by the se pairs cannot be consid ered as the total prod uction . 
Daily Field Activities 
Findings in Cache Vall ey agreed with thos e reported from 
Utah by Titus ( l910a) , from Ca lifornia by Essig and Michelbacher 
(1933) and from New York by Poinar and Gyrisco (1960) that du r ing 
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the summer the alfalfa weevil is more active a t night than during 
the day. Results of experiments conducted during the summer were 
in harmony with Poinar and Gyrisco ( 1960) s uggesting that this 
daily behavior was related to ligh t intensity rather than to 
temperature . 
Both overwintered (dark- co l ore d) and new generation (light-
colored ) adult a lfalfa weevils were found to be most active at 
night during the summer , but the new generation adult s seemed to 
be much more affected by light intensity than were the overwintered 
adults. Although Poinar and Gyrisco (1960) reported no attempt to 
distinguish between overwintered and new generation adults, their 
result s must have been strongly influenced by the new generation 
adu lt s because they state that their experiments were conducted 
in late June when the adult population wa s at its peak. 
Early in the growing season, when only overwintered adults 
were present in the fields the above mentioned daily behavior 
a ssocia ted with light intens i ty was not found. In the spring , 
temperature seemed to be the major influencing factor. Perhaps 
this temperature dependence early in the season was related to 
the effects of temperature in reactivating the weevil during 
the spring thaw. 
Diapause and Sea sonal History 
In the eastern Uni ted States, the aestivation (summer diapaus e ) 
of the alfalfa weevil has been obse r ved and described, (Manglitz, 
1958 ; Guerra and Bishop, 1962; Tombes, 1964; Bennett and Thomas, 
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1964 ; and Tombes, 1966) . The weevils apparently leave the field 
in the summer to aestivate and then return in the fall after 
aestivation, No such phenomenon was observed in Cache Valley. 
The new generation adults remained in the alfalfa fields until 
late in the season, well after they reached maturity. Their 
departure from the fields by flight, and possibly crawling , 
appeared to be as an aid in seeking winter shelter. Their presence 
on the alfalfa foliage along with some plant injury throughout the 
s eason indica ted they were feeding. These adults also fed under 
laboratory conditions. Observations mad e in Cache Valley did not 
indicate aestivation of the alfalfa weevils. 
The high percentage of dead immature weevils in the dry alfalfa 
litter left in the field by first-crop hay cutting indicated that 
the majority of the new generation alfalfa weevils had not developed 
sufficiently at that time to attain maturity without further 
feeding. A big reduction in the alfalfa weevil population re -
sulted from first crop cutting. Larvae with sufficient develop-
ment to attain adulthood and larvae that found additional forage 
in time to complete development after the first-crop hay was cut, 
accounted for most of the new generation adult population. Damage 
to the second crop occurred from larval and adult feeding on the 
new alfalfa growth. 
Although aestivation was not found in the field, a diapause-
like condition was observed in the gr owth chamber colonies. Even 
though these colonies were maintained at 27 C during the fall and 
winter, compared to weevils in the field which were subj ected to 
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subfreezing temperatures, the onset of egg laying occurred on 
almost the same date. This indicated that there could be some 
intrinsic control within the weevils. 
The length of time required by adult alfalfa weevils in 
Cache Valley to attain sexual maturity seemed to be longer than 
that recorded in the eastern United States. Rearing larvae under 
conditions of an eight hour day showed no evidence of hastening 
sexual maturity or of breaking adult diapause. No success was 
obtained in rearing multiple generation weevils as reported by 
several workers with ea stern weevils. 
Respirati on Experiments 
The increased oxygen cons umption of alfalfa weevils follow-
ing a cold treatment indicated an increased metabolism and per-
haps rapid sexual ma turation. This was not substantiated as egg 
laying seemed to commence at the same time in many of the colonies 
regardless of cold treatment. However, when one compares the 8 . 2 
months of adulthood required by the cold treatment group (D) 
before the beginning of egg laying , with the 10.2 months required 
by the check (G), the i nference is that the co ld treatment hastened 
sexua l maturity. But only one female from each gr oup laid eggs 
at these intervals so the biological significance remains que s tion-
able. 
It is not known whether the increased respiration was due 
to an increased rate of physical development or simply to a temporary 
increase in activity after the weevils had been kept in the cold. 
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The respiration rate of weevil s at 27 C was expected to 
be significantly higher than at 10 C because the alfalfa weevil, 
like all insects, is a poikilothermal animal. The amount of 
oxygen consumed by females might be expected to be greater than 
that consumed by males because the females are generally larger 
than the males and would require more oxygen. 
While light intensity and relative humidity did not have 
significant effects in this experiment, it should be remembered 
that these weevils were overwintered adults and different results 
might have been obtained had new generation or diapausing adults 
been used. 
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SUMMARY 
Thi s sLudy was under taken to de t ermine the behavior patterns 
of the adult alfalfa weevil in Cache Valley and to compare the 
findings with those repor ted in the l iterature. 
In the spring, as the temperature began to r ise above 20 C, 
the a l falfa weevil adults became active. They emerged from their 
places of overwin tering a nd some of them took to the air in flight. 
Adult weevils were active in the a lfalfa fie ld s before the alfa lfa 
had begun t o leaf out . Weevil eggs were found within punctures 
i.n gr owing alfalfa stems after the a lfalfa was s everal inche s 
high . Early in the sea son the daily field activities of the 
overwintered adults wa s c los ely related t o temperature with the 
field activity be ing gr eatest when the temperature was highest. 
The bulk of the eggs was laid and the weevil larval popula tion 
heaviest during the fir st c r op. Very few new generation adults 
developed until after the first-crop hay was cut. The cut ting 
of the first-crop hay great l y reduc ed the weevi l population. 
New genera tion adults were found in increasing number s until the 
time the s econd crop was read y for cu tting , when the new genera-
tion adul ts greatly outnumbered the old, overwintered adults. 
Some of the new generation adults then t ook part in a summer 
flight. This summer flight corre s ponded to t he time of the second 
crop cutting on either dryland or irrigated a lfalfa although the 
harvest date s were about a month apart. 
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Daily fi eld activity of the adults during the second c r op 
growth was closely related to l ight intensity with temperature 
having l itt le effect. The new generation adults were much more 
affected by light intensity than were the overwintered adults . 
New generation adu lts that left the field during the summer 
apparently did no t return until the following spring. No fall 
flight wa s found. 
Overwintered adult populations declined steadily after first-
c rop cutting. A few overwintered adults were still present in the 
field late in the season, and the few larvae found in the fall 
were attributed to them rather than to the new generation adults. 
Sexual matur ity was not observed in the new generation until the 
f ollowing spring. 
In laboratory observations, the female alfalfa weevil mated 
more than once. 
When adults were maintained at 27 C through the winter, it 
took an average of 8 .5 months of adulthood before egg laying 
commenced. The beginning of egg laying by the weevils maintained 
in the laborator y coincid ed almost exactly with the beginning of 
egg laying by the weevil s that had overwintered in the field. 
Adults reared from eggs under an eight-hour day length did 
not become sexually mature more rapidly than weevil s reared in 
the field. 
Respiration of weevil adults given a 12- day cold treatment 
was 1.57 times that of the control weevils without a cold treat-
ment. Weevils at 27 C consumed 3. 4 times as much oxygen as did 
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weevil s at 10 C. Female weevils consumed 1. 3 times as much 
oxygen a s male weevils. 
Differe nces in the alfalfa weevil biology reported from 
the eastern and we stern United States can be explained largely 
on the ba sis of difference s in c limatic conditions . However, the 
opinion expressed by Blickenstaff (1965), that the eastern and 
western populations should be at least considered subspecies, is 
not altered by any s uch explanat ion. 
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